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ABSTRACT 
After giving the definition of periodic continuants a theorem is proved for deter- 
mining them by means of Chebyshev polynomials of second kind. As a corollary 
of the theorem a special class of periodic continuants shows itself to be factorizable 
by means of the zeros of a Chebyshev polynomial. 
INTRODUCTION 
Many problems arising in physics and engineering (e.g., some problems 
of lattice dynamics, of ladder networks, of structural analysis etc.) lead 
to eigenvalue problems of so-called continuant matrices. These are 
matrices the elements of which are 0 except of those standing in the main 
diagonal and the codiagonals. In case of the periodicity of the elements 
of the system under consideration the elements of the continuants are 
periodical as well. In this paper a theorem will be given for determining 
this periodic continuant and it will be shown that in a special case it 
be factorized by means of the zeros of a Chebyshev polynomial of 
second kind. This reduces the numerical work needed for solving 
eigenvalue problem. 
can 
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1. DEFINITION 1. The quadratic matrix of the form 
- 
a1 - bl 0 . . . 0 - 
- Cl a2 -b, . . . 0 
0 - c2 a3 . . . 0 
D,(a;b,ci) = 
1 0 0 . . . - 
is called a Jacobian matrix or continuant matrix (sometimes band matrix). 
The determinant of D, is called a contkhant and will be denoted in the 
following by (D,l or simply by n,. It is easy to see that any Jacobian 
matrix D can be symmetrized by a similar transformation S-IDS with 
the diagonal matrix S: 
therefore in this paper the symmetric case will be treated only. 
Let us denote by Di,,i,,, ,+ the main minor of a symmetric continuant 
constructed from its ii, i,, . . , i,th rows and columns. 
LEMMA. For any symmetric continztant of order n, the relation 
D, ,.,., k-Pi+ ,,..., n - (b,b,+-, . h-J2D~ ,,.,, i-T,+, I..., n = DrPi-,-I ,..., k--l 
(1.1) 
holds (i < k). 
Proof. Applying the relation due to Jacobi (see, e.g., [3], p. 34) 
according to which 
where A,, is the algebraic complement of iA/ belonging to ajl and A,, is 
the minor of order n - 2 obtained from A by omitting its ith and ‘ith 
rows and columns, (1.1) follows immediately. 
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COROLLARY. For i = 1 we obtain from (1.1) 
D I,. ..kL A.. ..iL ~ tblb2 bk&l)2Dk i I,. ..u = DnD2,.. ..k-I P-3 
and for k = i + 1 
D 1.. .,P, 1,. .,n ~ bt2D, .._., 1-P!,.2,.. ,n = D,,. (1.3) 
Hence, for i = 1 and i = n - 1, respectively, the well-known simple 
recursive formulae 
II,, = u$,,, .,n - b1~4,. .,u (1.4) 
D, = anDI ,..., n-l - bi-,Dla,. .,,L--:! (1.5) 
are obtained. 
DEFINITION 2. The symmetric continuant in which 
‘1: ,li = akJ b k ttn = b,< 
i.e., the elements uk and b, are periodical (mod nz), will be called a periodic 
continuant. If its order is nm + Y, it will be called a periodic continuant 
of class Y with period m and will be denoted by P,(“z~r)(a,zbk), (k = 1,2, . . , m). 
The minor D,,. l)z , belonging to the first m rows and columns of a periodic 
continuant, will be called its basic period. 
In the following theorem the periodic continuants will be expressed 
by means of the Chebyshev polynomials of second kind and it will be shown 
that among the periodic continuants with period m, those of class m - 1 
have the special property of being factorizable by means of the zeros of 
a Chebyshev polynomial. 
THEOREM. Let 
P,,(mn,‘)(akbk), 
be a periodic continuant of class Y 
jurther let be 
[S/z; 
k=l,2,...,m 
with period m and basic period D,,, ,,m, 
ln - k\ 
U,(x) = kso (- 1)‘” \ k ).x-2k 
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the Chebyshev polynomial of second kind and of degree 
P,(“zQ(akb$ = (b,b, . . . b,,,)” 
. DI,..,,,U,(X) + -b bmbl “; ‘, Dez,. 
?+I.. . 111 1 
holds with 
D b 2D x = _1,...,* - m 2,. .,m-1 
’ b,b, . . . b, 
COROLLARY. The periodic continuant o/ class m - 
can be written in the factorized form 
P. R6ZSA 
1%. Then 
,m--1Un-l(X) 
1 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
1 with period m 
(1.8) 
2. Before proving the above theorem, some lemmas of the theory 
of matrices are quoted here, which will be made use of. 
(i) Let be 
M= 
a symmetrically partitioned hypermatrix where D is a nonsingular block. 
The determinant of M can be calculated according to the formula due 
to Schur (see, e.g., [2], p. 43) : 
jM\ = ID/ 18 - BD-‘Cl. (2.1) 
(ii) Let fi(“‘) and e, w be the ith unit vector of order m and the jth 
unit vector of order n, respectively. By the orthogonal transformation 
with the permutation matrix P composed by the blocks Pij = ey)f,‘“)’ where 
I/‘@ denotes the transpose of fi @‘), the elements of a hypermatrix are 
rearranged in such a way that from a hypermatrix with n2 blocks of order 
m a hypermatrix with m2 blocks of order n is obtained: 
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P [A,JP = &,,; 
where the element of .iP( with the indices ii is equal to that of Aij with 
the indices @q (see [l]). 
(iii) Let us introduce the nilpotent matrix 
0 1 0 . . . o- 
0 0 1 . . . 0 
K, = (2.2) 
It is known that the characteristic polynomial of the uniform continuant 
matrix H, + H,’ is the Chebyshev polynomial of second kind (see, e.g., 
131, p. 155) and of degree n: 
AS 
kn 
xfi = 2 cos ~ > 
12 + 1 
k= 1,2,...,n 
are the zeros of U,(x), the above characteristic polynomial can be written 
in the factorized form 
(2.5) 
3. Proof of the Theorem. The main idea of the proof is that after 
rearranging the elements according to (ii), the repeated reduction of the 
determinant by using (2.1) leads to the uniform continuant in (iii)- 
modified by one element. 
Let us consider Pn(mzr)(ukbk) and let the corresponding matrix be denoted 
by P,,+). When using formula (2.1), P,(“~‘)(akbk) can be reduced to a 
determinant of order nm: 
Pn(“‘,“(ukbk) = D,,. ,,,P,(“z’) (3.1) 
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where 
P. ROZSA 
p,hO, = p,h.O) _ b,2 D2,...,r cm++) wq’l 
D G?wz emn 1,. .,r 
By rearranging the elements of p.n(m30) according to (ii) and then re- 
arranging the rows and columns such that the last n rows and columns 
turn into the first ones, the following partitioned determinant is obtained: 
I D., 
( a+,&, - b,?‘2 -n* en(n)e,(fi)’ _ b,H,, 0 0 . . - b,_lE, 
Ul,. .,I 
- b,H,’ 
0 
0 
a,E, 
- b,E, 
0 
- b,_lE:, 0 
-- b,E,, 0 . . 
a2En - b,E, . . 
- b,E, aaEn . . 
0 0 . amplEn 
where E, denotes the unit matrix of order n and H, the nilpotent matrix 
(2.2). 
Taking into account that the block of order (m - 2)n in the right 
lower corner of the above partitioned determinant is the direct product 
J% * x n2,. .,rn~_l and that for its determinant (see [l]) we have 
;EL x D,,. ..,m--ll = iP2 ,..., m-lEnll 
by using formula (2.1), we obtain 
Pn(“~o)(adk) = ID?,. .,m-1% .
a,,$& - b,2 p e,tn)e,,(n,’ _ b,,& 
1,. .,I 1 
- b,H,’ 
1 
I 
bdh,. .,m--2En b, . . . b,-lE, 
DZ,. .,??-I 
b I..’ b,_rE, br2Dzs,. ,m-1% II 
@I 1 
I 
i. 
Making use of the formulae (1.4) and (1.5), respectively, and using 
(2.1) again, 
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PJmJ’)(a&~) = ‘II?,. .,m-lEnI 
Thus the given determinant of order nm has been reduced to order n. 
Now, let us consider that 
H H ’ = E _ e (“I(, (H)f 
n n n nn 
and substitute the relations 
D 1,. ..w- ID,,. ,m - (b,b,~ . h-J2 = D,,. .,mDz,. .,m-, 
(3.2) 
D,,., r .D 2.. ..,m--1 - D,,. .,m--PP.. .,r = VA . ’ bJ2Dr- z... .,>,I+, 
obtained from (1.2) for k = ?z = M and for n = m - 1, k == Y -L 1, 
respectively. Thus we get 
Pn(@)(ukbk) = (Dl,. .,,, i - b,2D.,,. ..m--l)E:,t - b,b, . . h,,(H,, -t K,‘) 
Two cases have to be distinguished: 
(a) If r = m - 1, the coefficient of e,l(n)e,(n)’ vanishes and we have 
p/w-1) 
Wk) = R,. .,m-1 IPI,. .,m - hn%,. .,m ,)%I 
- b,b, . . . UH, + H,‘) 1. (3.4) 
(b) If Y < m - 1, using (3.2) we obtain 
p,c’w(a,bk) = u,,. .,, / (01,. .,m - bm2Dr,. ,m-~)En - b,b, . b$Lt + Hn’) 
D _+ (b,b, . . b,b,,) 2 d?/~~!!d en(~)e,l)b)’ 
l,...,, 
(3.5) 
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For r = 0 the second term in the coefficient of en(n) in (3.3) lranishes, 
thus this case turns out to be a special case of (3.5) if we define D,,, ,, = 1 
for y = 0. 
Similarly, we define Df+? ,,,,, ,,_, = 1 for Y = m - 2. 
Finally, factoring out the product b,b, . . . b, from each row and 
introducing the substitution (1.7), the evaluation of (3.5) leads to the 
modified uniform continuant 
Pn(m+kbk) = (b,b,. . . b,)“D,,. ..,r ~ xE, - (H, + H,‘) 
Using the Chebyshev polynomial according to (2.3), formula (1.6) follows 
directly. 
For 7 = m - 1 the factorization (1.8) follows immediately from (3.4) 
by using (2.5). 
Note. The author delivered a lecture on these results at the University of 
Hamburg in the summer semester of 1966. L. Elmer and R. hl. Redheffer succeeded 
in fmdmg another proof of the theorem stated therein and giving some further 
remarks 141. 
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